ART. 359]
LAMELLAR SHELLS.
185
plane about QQ' as axis. The side of the plane to which the force tends (when not already obvious) is therefore easily found. If P is brought by the rotation from the positive to the negative side of the shell, the force on a positive unit pole at P acts in the direction of motion.
When the rim is a plane curve and the point P lies in that plane, the force at P is normal to the plane and equal to
358.    To find the Cartesian components of the force at P due to a lamellar shell.
Let (£, if), £) be the coordinates of P, (x, y, z) those of a point Q on the rim. Let (X, /*, v) be the direction cosines of the normal to the plane PQQ'. The z component of force is therefore v<pdA/rs. By projecting the area dA. on the plane of xy we have                       (x — £) dy ~(y — rf) dx = vdA.
Hence Z = G
_
and similarly
_ .  [(y-v))dz-(z-£)dy
The integration in each case is conducted round the rim in the positive direction. The left-handed system of coordinates being used (vol. i. Arts. 97 and 272) ; the positive direction is clockwise as seen by an observer with his feet on the shell and his head on the positive side.
We may put these expressions for the forces into another form.   Let
Then since r2= (x — £)2 + &c., we have
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Similarly
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&c.,
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359. To find the potential of a lamellar magnetic lady. Let the components of I be A=df/dx, &c., and let r be the distance of a point P from any element of volume dr. The potential at P is (by Art. 389)
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by Green's theorem.     Now
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, where  6 is the angle the
h
distance r makes with the outward normal (Art. 347).   Also v2l/r~^ or  ~4' according as P is without or within the substance of the body.    Hence
M/) ..............................(i),
where (/) is the value of /at the point P.
Let the surface integral // - 5 — be represented by 12. Then
(/) ....................................... (2).
The   components   of  magnetic   force   at   an   internal   point   P   are   given   by X=-dV/dx &c., and the components of magnetisation   by A = d(f)/dx &c.   It
ill
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